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Model

American Standard (PRC) "Spectra Touch"

chrome plated Simply touch switch function

with wall-mounted remote shower head and four

different spray Drench,Sensitive,Massage,Jet

provides; nominated flow rate 6.2 L/min in

WELS Grade 1; Registration No. SB 18-

0228;American Standard (PRC) "Neo Modern"

chrome plated concealed shower mixer

American Standard (PRC)

CF-0722.709.50 (Mixer)

SANITARY WARE SPECIFICATION SHEET

Illustration/ Drawing

FFAS9916-000500BC0 (Shower Arm)

FFASS057-000500BC0 (Shower head)

Item Descriptions

Technology and flexibility bring showering perfection with the Spectra+ eTouch™ 4-Function

shower head from American Standard. This amazing shower head has touch-control that

allows you to easily switch between different spray patterns throughout your shower. In

addition to the touch control on the shower head itself, a convenient wall-mounted remote can

be placed anywhere in your shower, allowing you to change spray patterns at the touch of a

button. With four separate spray patterns including Drench, Sensitive, Jet, and Massage, it’s

easy to find a spray pattern to fit your needs.

Easy-to-use eTouch wall-mounted remote allows you to change the spray pattern with the

touch of a button

Change the spray pattern of your shower head with a simple touch of the edge of your Spectra

eTouch™ shower head

4-Function shower head with different spray patterns to fit a variety of needs

Drench provides a soaking spray with full body coverage

Sensitive is a fine spray that is soft and gentle on the skin

Jet provides a targeted spray

 Massage brings a pulsating spray to help you unwind and relax

Chrome platedFinish

Acme Sanitary Ware Co. Ltd

Mr. Eric Wong / Mr. Wilson Hung

acme@acmesanitary.com.hk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5H9bE0ppy4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEljJOGrCJs

(852) 2388-7171 / (852) 2710-8012
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